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engineering discipline



Agenda

➔ Decision Engineering
BPM, BRMS, Prescriptive Analytics, RPA… a large organizations’ 
perspective

➔ New engineering issues emerge
The responsibility of introducing artifacts that deeply change work
practices.

➔ Information Ethics as an Engineering discipline



What is Decision Engineering?

Programming an enterprise like we program a robot

J. Taylor and N. Raden, Smart Enough Systems. Prentice Hall, 2004.



Business process management 
orchestrates the flows of information in the 

enterprise: tasks and decisions



Example: claim approval, is a 
common task in insurance 
companies.

We train classifiers on all past 
instances of approvals, and propose 
the recommendation of the classifier, 
as a hint to the user.

Recommendation can be 

• Nearest neighbors

• Decision tree

• Include a confidence level…

• Include “explanations”

Idea is technically simple, but it opens 
a can of worms…
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AIDA: Artificial Intelligence 
for Decision Automation



Engineering questions prompted by the AIDA 
prototype

 Is this information useful?

 What is the qualitative impact of the recommendations?

 What is the quantitative impact of the recommendations

 At what degree of certitude can the classifier display its results?

 Can the feature fit any human decision task in a workflow?

 What is the proper mode of operation?
– Systematic, On demand, post-hoc?
– How to convey uncertainty level?

If the system is really useful, can it replace humans? If the system is partially useful, can it 
affect accountability?



Are these really engineering questions ?

Questions of responsibility

Questions of explainability and transparence

Questions of bias (cultural, cognitive, statistical, algorithmic…)

Questions of technology appropriation

Societal choices

HCI, behavioral economics, social psychology play a huge role in addressing those questions, 
but more importantly, they reveal ethical dilemma, which are addressed via dialectics rather 
than a systematic approach.

Most importantly, these questions befall upon us, mere engineers, when we just wanted to 
deliver a cool feature…



What is special about Ethical dilemma resolution (1)

Engineer’s workflow: 
– Study a system, create a model
– Figure how to gather data from the system to validate or refute the model
– Derive a theory
– Leverage the theory to improve the system or create a new system relying on the theory

Deduction, induction, sometimes abduction (A, unlikely, is true; C, likely => A; therefore C likely)..

Ethicists (and lawyers) leverage dialectics: thesis, antithesis, synthesis.



What is special about Ethical dilemma resolution (2)
a) free speech must be allowed on online platforms (thesis)

b) content that involves libel, slander, privacy invasion, but also misinformation (the infamous 
"fake news") must not be allowed on online platforms. (antithesis)

or:

a) personal information about individuals shall be kept private (thesis)

b) governments, to ensure the global well being of society, can obtain private information 
about their citizens (antithesis).

or:

a) authors are entitled rights over their original creation (thesis)

b) free sharing of immaterial goods is a net benefit to society (antithesis)

Both a) and b) are true, but they contradict each other in all generality.

Value systems have diverging priorities:

Utilitarisms, Libertarisms, Communautarisms (M. Sandel)



Information Ethics

“Information Ethics is the concern for the well-being of the infosphere” 
(Luciano Floridi)

Ethical analysis is deeply contextual: what matters most is the human activity that our 
technology challenges: we want to categorize Information Ethics according to the 
activity it impacts:

 Computing systems impact: cybersecurity, e.g. white hat vs grey hat…

 Social and economic impact
– Protecting value creation, intellectual property, software patents, DRM vs. Open source…
– Freedom of expression vs containing inappropriate speech: 

internet ethics, search ethics, journalism ethics…

 Human impact: privacy, physical and mental health, sense of self, of 
accomplishment…

 Effect on nature and the environment: Sustainable computing

 Deep transformative impact: dematerialization of the self



AI Ethics: the buzzword is everywhere…
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Notice that many (most?) of those initiatives are industry initiated.

This is not just “Ethics washing”. It’s a need for an industry that deeply impacts our society.

Bernd Mittelstadt



An applied Ethics, a technological Ethics

Traditionally, ethical behavior is enforced through morality and law. Yet, there are 
technological means to resolve ethical tensions.

Tech industries hire privacy engineers, ethicists… with an engineering background (danah
boyd)

Future curricula require engineers versed in dialectics!

3 principles for the responsible engineer or IT scientist:

– Experiment on your own self and surroundings (M. Schrage)
– Reciprocity in the distribution of information
– Consensus building on technological choices & their life-changing potential

‘truth by consensus’: it is difficult for STEM-oriented people to accept that the right course of 
action is not determined by a falsifiable process (doxa vs episteme).





Towards an ontological approach of Information Ethics

According to Heidegger, our human condition is about ‘being there’: a conscious entity 
constrained in time and space.

In the infosphere, a computer agent is neither bound to a location nor a time frame. Our 
traces in the infosphere are durable and are a part of our essence.

If an ethical system is designed according to the conditions of our existence, 
information technologies are changing those very conditions. Hence, they force us to 
reconsider our approaches at Ethical analysis.

Rafael Capurro: http://www.capurro.de/oxford.html



(somewhat) Novel challenges in Information Ethics

 Design ethics - attention capture, digital addiction…

 Decision governance - governance of algorithms, governance by
algorithms

 Data science ethics – symbolic vs statistical systems, bias

 (semi- &) Autonomous systems ethics

 Global Information Ethics – digital divide

 …

AI Ethics



Intercultural Information Ethics, a vivid example



Vers une taxonomie de l’éthique du numérique

Ethical analysis is deeply contextual: what matters most is the human activity that our technology 
challenges. We want to categorize Information Ethics according to the activity it impacts:

Application de la grille d’analyse au domaine du numérique

- Effet sur les systèmes eux-mêmes: sécurité informatique ; white hat - grey hat

- Effet sur le social,  l’économie

- La valeur produite: propriété intellectuelle

Droits d’auteurs, brevets, OpenSource et libre partage, DRM...

- L’expression en ligne: libre expression vs désinformation 

Internet ethics, search ethics, déontologie journalistique (fake news…)

- Effet sur l’humain - le soi - la vie privée: 

Données personnelles, maîtrise de sa projection dans l’infosphère 

- Impact transformatif profond: dématérialisation du soi, autonomisation des systèmes

- Effets sur la nature, les êtres sensibles?


